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INTRO
Yeah baby, here it is before you: the first Catfight 
magazine filled head to toe with the meanest 
cleanest female graff and streetworks that we 
could get our hands on. The contents shows 
graffiti in all it’s aspects. 
 
Catfight is not a feminist magazine, it is here 
because female graffiti is not documented or 
published (well) enough. Female skills are often 
underappreciated and underestimated. So it´s time 
for a magazine that really shows what we can do: 
It’s time for a Catfight ladies!
 

Thanks for your support:
S, Tash, Mickey, Lady Wave, Soma, Ame, 
Mrs X, Mademoiselle Kat, Ephameron,Meg, 
Horsie, Mamacita, Melina Rodrigo, Me Love, 
Mushi, Sizter and all the ppl that sent their flicks...
 

Send your artwork, reactions/suggestions to:
Catfight HQ
Spoorlaan 340
5038 CC Tilburg
The Netherlands
 
or email to
info@catfightmag.tk
 
- Send us good quality photos of recent artwork.
- Let us know where the picture was taken and 
who made the piece.
>If you sent us photos that weren’t published...
don’t hate, just try again
 
F.Lady

You have the right to © this magazine at all time.
Catfight Magazine, Issue #0 April 2005
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SILVERS & streetbombing
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IWD Jam Malmö
 On the International Women’s Day, 
the 8th of March, 9 female graffiti writers gathered 
to cover the only legal wall in Malmö, Sweden, 
with their graffiti. The goal with this action was to 
gather the female writers and show that they exist, 
not only for themselves but also to show a positive 
example for other women.

Many women like hip hop and identify with the 
culture of hip hop. They listen to the music, enjoy 
the parties and concerts but very few are actively 
involved in one of the four elements of hip hop. 

 ‘The world of graffiti is very dominated 
by men and female writers have to fight 
a lot to gain their place’, says Politrix, 
one of the female writers at the IWD jam.
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 ‘I get inspired by painting together with 
other women and it is not so often that I 
do. It is another feeling with only women. 
Today it was only about having fun’, 
explains Politrix.

Many people passed and admired the art of the 
writers. One of them was Lisa Petri that passed 
by with her husband and newborn child.

 ‘I really want to try too!’, she says.

After many hours of work in the cold everybody 
felt satisfied.

 ‘I think it is important that women give 
 strength to eachother. Today we were 
 with many and hopefully in the future 

we can organise and get even more’, 
one of the female writers replied.

Note from the editor: 
Catfight is always interested in documenting 
female jams. If there is a jam coming up in your 
neighbourhood, please contact us.
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Me Love: Tapetentiere
Tapetentiere is the German translation of wallpaperanimals. 
Originally the name was created to categorise a small group 
of chameleons who live in a hallway covered with wallpapers 
(located in the smallest house of global village). Most of the 
time, especially on sundays, those chameleons wear their 
favourite wallpaper-pattern.
 But soon various animals misinterpreted the term Tapeten-
tiere; they thought it meant ‘animals who professionally act 
as wallpaper’. Therefore if you look closely you can fi nd lots 
of animals stuck on walls, acting as they were decorations.

snuff the citycat

snuff the citycat lives in the smallest 

house of global village. together with 

her best friend mister bunny (who used 

to work as semiprofessional pin-cushion) 

she encounters uncountable exciting 

adventures. snuff is not an ordinary cat, 

she even likes to swim when she puts on 

her brandnew swimming suit!

the slugsnails

they are always and never at 

home. slugsnails can take off 

and swap their houses like her-

mit crabs, which can be really 

practical when they want to 

move or re-decorate their house 

or to get evenly sun-tanned.

 as they
,
re usually quite re-

laxed they
,
re considered to be 

slow. but that
,
s not true: just 

because they like to take it slow, 

they are not necessarily slow. 

they can be quite quick in fact! 

especially when they take off 

their houses; then they run like 

hell so you can
,
t see them naked.

gubuki
gubuki is a small french turtle who lives underneath yamna,s kitchen table in moscow. he loves to travel to the refridgerator at night, to put a straw into all kinds of fruits and vegetables and suck out their fresh juice. unfor-tunately gubuki can,t see very well (his mother,s father was a mole) and because of that he often taps other things than fruits and vegetables... one time he even stuck his straw into one of the wallpaper-chameleons, head and sucked out his brain! no wonder gubuki has a very multifarious personality. besides that, he collects sunglasses (regret-tably sunglasses without optical en-hancer) and if you want to believe the latest rumors: gubuki smokes!
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LEGAL WALLS
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Ephameron Expo Diary
Ephameron is an artist based in Antwerp, Belgium. 
Together with her parner in crime Mackplakt she 
travels from expo to expo.

Rome 1
Urban Act #1 expo, Studio 14, Rome, 2004.
The people at Studio 14 are the nicest I’ve ever met. 
They took us into their home and made us feel so 
welcome that we loved them immediately. The expo 
itself was great too, and this is where we met the likes 
of Logan Hicks and Pisa + Evol from C’Tink. I made a 
big tape drawing and wheatpasted a few pink hands. 
Roman people are so generous...
 
Rome 2
Urban Act #2 expo & event at Tor di Nona, Studio 14, 
Rome, 2004.
... which is why we couldn’t resist their offer to return 
half a year after the first exhibition. Again, we had 
great days here, and tasted the best Italian ice cream 
ever, from the old guy around the corner: rice ice 
cream with cinnamon. MMM! My first tape drawing 
was still up on the Studio 14 gallery wall, and I deci-
ded to make one on canvas this time, so I could sell it. 
Loved it there, still do.
 
Tilburg 
Helemaal Mix expo, De Punct, Tilburg, 2004.
When asked to contribute to another street art expo 
in Punct, we didn’t hesitate. Brought along some friends 
(Serge Baeken & Herr Wardo) and painted half of the 
first floor. Also very nice: the gift shop the BIC girls came 
up with. I didn’t sell much, but I traded a poster for a 
handbag by Lowlita, which is still my favourite!
 
Antwerpen
Art Trek expo, Mekanik Strip, Antwerpen, 2005.
The first show we, as Mackisepha, organized ourselves. 
Seen the limited amount of space in the gallery upstairs 
Mekanik comic book shop, we could only contact a 
few of our artist friends whose work we admire, and 
we asked them to send in work. The evening was 
a big success and we hope there will be a sequel! 
With Ephameron, Mackplakt, Kolchoz, Baschz, Jiem, 
Frank Plastiq, Flotte, Mentary, Alexone, Logan Hicks, 
Rory Wilson, Eugene, Wardo and Dem666.
 
Gullegem
Jong en Beeldend expo, Cultureel Centrum, Gullegem, 
2005.
Ugly building, nice exhibition. Because it was situated 
in the middle of nowhere, not many people made it 
there, but it was certainly worth it. A big tape drawing 
with a collage of work by me, photographs and a video 
installation by Mackplakt, and an opening  night 
performance by Kolchoz.
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Trip to Los Angeles 
On February 27th 2005, the Mackisepha 
team (www.mackisepha.tk) set out to the United Sta-
tes of America. 

As Ephameron (www.ephameron.com) 
and Mackplakt (www.mackplakt.tk), we’d be making 
contributions to a show in San Francisco, called 
“A World of Influence”, running in March 2005. 
 We were able to use the studio of a friend of ours, 
Logan Hicks: Workhorse (www.workhorsevisuals.com) 
mastermind and organizer of the show. Unfortunately, 
I was too distracted by shopping and taking pictures 
to make more than 1 piece, but I brought some A4-
sized prints from previously created work to hang 
along on my wall. So....

We checked out the scenery, did the obligatory stuff 
(Chinatown, Hollywood Boulevard, the Hollywood 
sign, Mulholland Drive, Venice Beach, mmm) and fell 
in love again with the huge variety of food, drinks and 
candy, and of course: FREE REFILLS!!!
 Our friend and host for these 2 weeks, Rory Wilson, 
recently founded his own t-shirt company called Text 
(www.nonverbalcommunication.com) accompanied 
us anywhere we wanted to go, and we had a blast 
with him and his girl Kristin. 
 Our official L.A. chauffeurs were Logan and his 
cutie dog Sinatra, who drove us through town like 
real pros, pointing out the nicest places (‘Hollywood 
Chicken and Waffles’!) and spelling mistake signs 
(“cooktails”).   
 Thanks to all of you guys. This could never have 
happened without you.
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WALLS
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